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1. Executive Summary
1. Executive Summary

The Colliers Wood to Sutton cycle Quietway follows the Grennell Road, Elgin Road and Benhill Wood Road corridor for a 1.3km stretch. The area is heavily used as a through route, with up to 70% of vehicles using the area as a short cut to other destinations.

The high number of vehicles using it daily in both directions, combined with issues around parking, pinchpoints and school traffic, mean that cycling can feel uncomfortable. The Quietway would not attract new cyclists or pupils travelling to Greenshaw High School in its current condition. In order to improve the level of safety and comfort for cyclists and pedestrians it is necessary to address traffic issues across the local area.

Quietways deliver neighbourhood improvements as part of the Mayor of London’s Healthy Streets approach to reducing congestion and improving air quality. The Colliers Wood to Sutton Quietway presents an opportunity to improve the area for all, creating a healthier, safer, more pleasant environment where people choose to walk and cycle, and where the most vulnerable road users are considered.

Transport for London (TfL) and London Borough of Sutton commissioned Sustrans to carry out a period of engagement with residents, the local schools and key stakeholders. This study sought to better understand the issues facing the community and how these could be addressed as part of the Quietway delivery and within the Healthy Streets context.

248 individuals responded to an in depth survey, and 3 key stakeholders submitted formal responses. 3 public exhibitions and 5 school engagement events took place between June and September 2017.

65% of respondents think there is too much traffic in the area, and that traffic is too fast. Any proposals for the Quietway must address these views, ensuring that improvements help to create an environment in which traffic is both reduced and slowed, and in which air quality is improved.

Survey responses indicate that there is a general appetite for reducing the amount of through traffic in the area. Many residents would welcome traffic calming measures, and would like to see speed limits and parking restrictions properly enforced.

There is a clear sense that the borough should be doing more to encourage walking and cycling to school, and that the borough should be doing more to address air quality in the area.

- 45% of respondents usually walk around the area, 38% usually drive, 8% cycle and 9% use public transport.
- 70% of respondents think the borough should be doing more to address air quality.
- 87% of respondents think the borough should be doing more to encourage walking and cycling to school.
- 65% of respondents think there is too much traffic in the area, and that traffic is too fast.
- 65% of respondents think it is difficult for vulnerable road users to move around the area comfortably.
- 56% of respondents think that the mini roundabouts at All Saints Road and Oakhill Road feel unsafe to cycle through.
- 78% of respondents think that Greenshaw High traffic is high at drop off and pick up times.
- 15% of comments suggested extending the parking restrictions in the area or implementing a CPZ.
- 14% of comments suggested including the area in a 20mph zone.
- 12% of comments suggested increasing traffic calming in the area.
- 10% of comments suggested increasing enforcement of speed, parking and idling restrictions.
- 9% of comments expressed support for the Healthy Streets approach and investment in walking and cycling.
- 6% of comments suggested implementing road closures.
- 2% of comments expressed concerns that improvements to the area may displace traffic elsewhere.
2. Introduction
The Colliers Wood to Sutton cycle Quietway follows the Grennell Road, Elgin Road and Benhill Wood Road corridor for a 1.3km stretch.

Quietways are continuous routes following quieter streets, parks and waterways across inner and outer London. Together with the Healthy Streets approach, they provide the opportunity to make streets healthier and create safer and more pleasant neighbourhoods for everyone, by reducing the speed and dominance of motor traffic, improving local air quality and investing in a better, more accessible, urban realm.

Grennell Road, Elgin Road and Benhill Wood Road form a parallel spine north to south of Sutton, east of Sutton High Street and dissecting the area between Wrythe Lane and the A217. There is parking on both sides of the road for large stretches. It appears to be regularly used as a cut-through by drivers avoiding congested sections of the High Street, compounded by increasing traffic volumes as a result of the recent school expansion at Greenshaw High School.

The Quietway is on an incline northbound and decline southbound, which adds to the challenges faced by cyclists.

The high number of vehicles using the route daily in both directions exceeds 5000 on some stretches. The narrow width of the road particularly at the southern end due to parking and pinch points, mean that cycling is often uncomfortable for experienced cyclists, and would not attract new cyclists or pupils travelling to Greenshaw High School. There is insufficient space for vehicles to pass cyclists comfortably, especially when travelling towards Morden, when cyclists will experience increased pressure due to the noticeable incline. This can result in driver impatience, leading to drivers overtaking cyclists dangerously where the road widens further north. In order to improve the level of safety and comfort for cyclists and pedestrians it is necessary to address traffic issues in the local area overall.

Transport for London (TfL) and London Borough of Sutton commissioned Sustrans to carry out a period of engagement with residents, the local schools and key stakeholders. This engagement was designed to better understand the issues facing the community and how these could be addressed as part of the Quietway delivery and within the Healthy Streets context.
3. The engagement process
3. The engagement process

In June 2017, Sustrans wrote to 4967 residents in the area, on behalf of TfL and London Borough of Sutton.

The letter (see Appendix) outlined the proposed Quietway scheme and the opportunity for improvement that TfL’s Healthy Streets investment presented. The letter also included key data from the traffic survey analysis (see section 4) in order to convey a clear picture of the traffic movements in the area. Surveys suggest that 70% of the 5000 daily vehicles come from outside the area, which has a particular impact on children, those with impaired mobility and people walking and cycling.

In the letter, residents were invited to share their views of the area, particularly around travel, road traffic and the quality of local streets, via an online survey. The feedback received through this survey will influence the development of design proposals, which will then be subject to a formal public consultation by London Borough of Sutton.

The letter also publicised the dates for three public exhibitions held at the Salvation Army. At these events, residents could view detailed maps and data on local traffic speeds, volumes and movements, and complete a survey with a member of staff.

The public exhibitions were held over two weeks in June, and residents were given six weeks to submit their surveys online. In July and September, four surveying sessions were held with parents, pupils and staff at Greenshaw High School and All Saints Primary School.

Formal responses to the proposed Quietway and aspirations for the area were also obtained from Sutton Cycling Campaign, Living Streets and Sutton Vision (see section 6).

A total of 248 members of the community responded to the survey, either online or in person at one of the public exhibitions or at a school engagement session.

---

Grennell Road, Elgin Road and Benhill Wood Road area

We know that there is a lot of traffic in these streets, and this can be a barrier to a Healthy Street. Pollution, noise and road safety concerns can make the area unpleasant.

Around 70% of the 5000 vehicles using these streets daily come from outside of the area. People use your streets to take short-cuts and avoid the main roads, which are designed to take heavier traffic volumes.

This has an impact on everyone, but particularly on children, those with impaired mobility and people walking and cycling.

In partnership with Transport for London (TfL), we would like to invest in local improvements so that you can enjoy a cleaner, healthier environment.

Your views are essential to us so that we can develop proposals that represent local aspirations. We will share the feedback we received from people in your area, and discuss the findings with the Local Committee members before agreeing next steps.

Once proposals have been developed, you will then be able to provide comments as part of a public consultation.

How to give us your views

Please tell us how you feel about the local area by filling in the survey online before Friday 19th July, 2017.

[www.sutton.gov.uk/quietways](http://www.sutton.gov.uk/quietways)

Information board displayed at the public exhibitions June 2017
4. Traffic survey analysis
4. Traffic survey analysis

Sustrans commissioned traffic speed and volume counts and origin and destination surveys for the area. The following maps were shown at the public exhibitions.
Origin and Desitination survey analysis indicates that up to 80% of the traffic using the area consists of non-residential through traffic, and that the main through routes being used through the area to avoid Angel Hill are along All Saints Road and Benhill Wood Road.

Volume counts indicate that the majority of the proposed Quietway experiences traffic levels above 3000 vehicles a day, with sections of Grennell Road experiencing levels in excess of 5000. Benhill Avenue, which the Quietway intersects, experiences daily volumes in excess of 9000.

Speed data indicates that although the Quietway is in a 30mph speed limit zone, speeds average between 19 and 25 mph. Benhill Avenue, which the Quietway intersects and which is in a 20mph zone, experiences average speeds between 24 and 32 mph.
5. Summary of Findings
5 Summary of Findings

Data collection

Two versions of the survey were created. The first, used online and at the public exhibitions, was longer and included:

- questions around how the area met Healthy Streets indicators
- questions about the respondents’ travel habits
- attitudes towards specific traffic related issues in the area
- equalities monitoring.

The second version was created to be completed in a shorter period of time, appropriate for use at the school events when parents and pupils were likely to have less time to complete the survey. The majority of the questions were the same as the longer version, but:

- excluded the Healthy Streets section
- excluded questions on the respondents’ travel habits
- included attitudes towards specific traffic related issues in the area
- equalities monitoring was excluded

Analysis methodology

The survey contained a majority of multiple choice questions, asking for respondents to select the extent to which they agreed, or disagreed with an answer. These questions have been analysed in terms of percentages of respondents.

The final section was a free entry question, in which respondents were given the opportunity to provide their own solutions to a range of traffic-related issues that were presented. The 248 responses elicited 380 individual free entry comments, or suggestions for improvements to be made. Some respondents made several suggestions, and some respondents made none. These individual comments were coded into common themes and then quantified. The analysis of the free entry questions should be interpreted as percentages of total suggestions received, rather than a percentage of respondents.

The key findings from both sets of responses are presented in this section, and the full set of raw data broken down by question and response group is shown in the separate Data Summary report

Response

163 residents responded to some or all of the survey online or at a public exhibition. 86 parents and pupils responded to some or all of the survey during face to face sessions at school.
Residents responded to questions on travel habits and attitudes towards Healthy Streets indicators in the area. This set of questions was omitted from the shorter survey conducted face to face with the school communities. Analysis based on 161 responses.

**Do you own a car, or have regular access to a private vehicle?**

- Yes: 85%
- No: 15%

**Do you own a cycle or have regular access to a cycle?**

- Yes: 42%
- No: 58%

**How do you usually travel around the area?**

- Walking: 45%
- Driving: 38%
- Public transport: 9%
- Cycling: 8%
Residents responded to the extent to which they agreed or disagreed that the local area met the ten Healthy Streets indicators. This set of questions was omitted from the shorter survey and only included in the full online survey. Analysis based on 161 responses.
5 Summary of Findings

The following questions were included in both versions of the survey and were answered online by residents and during face to face interviews with the school communities. Respondents answered the extent to which they agreed with each statement. Analysis based on 248 respondents.

The borough should be doing more to address air quality.

- **Strongly agree**: 39%
- **Agree**: 37%
- **Neither agree or disagree**: 20%
- **Disagree**: 4%

76% of respondents strongly agree or agree that the borough should be doing more to address air quality.

The borough should be doing more to encourage walking and cycling to school.

- **Strongly agree**: 58%
- **Agree**: 29%
- **Neither agree or disagree**: 10%
- **Disagree**: 3%

87% of respondents strongly agree or agree that the borough should be doing more to encourage walking and cycling to school.
5 Summary of Findings

There is too much traffic in the area.

65% of respondents strongly agree or agree that there is too much traffic in the area.

Traffic is too fast in the area.

65% of respondents strongly agree or agree that traffic is too fast in the area.

The speed and volume of traffic makes it difficult to walk around the area comfortably.

40% of respondents strongly agree or agree that speeds and volumes of traffic make it difficult to walk around the area comfortably.
5 Summary of Findings

It is difficult for vulnerable road users, including children, the elderly and mobility aid users, to move around the area comfortably.

The speed and volume of traffic make it difficult to cycle around the area comfortably.

65% of respondents strongly agree or agree that it is difficult for vulnerable road users to move around the area comfortably.

53% of respondents strongly agree or agree that traffic speeds and volumes make it difficult to cycle around the area comfortably.

Parked cars can make cycling around the area feel unsafe.

63% of respondents strongly agree or agree that parked cars can make cycling around the area feel unsafe.
5 Summary of Findings

All Saints Road feels too busy to cross safely on foot.

47% of respondents strongly agree or agree that All Saints Road feels too busy to cross safely on foot.

Oakhill Road feels too busy to cross safely on foot.

50% of respondents strongly agree or agree that Oakhill Road feels too busy to cross safely on foot.

The width of the Benhill Wood Road and Elgin Road junction makes it difficult to cross.

53% of respondents strongly agree or agree that the width of Benhill Wood Road and Elgin Road junction makes it difficult to cross.
5 Summary of Findings

Pinchpoints on Benhill Wood Road can make cycling feel unsafe.

53% of respondents strongly agree or agree that pinch points on Benhill Wood Road can make cycling feel unsafe.

The mini roundabouts at the junctions of Grennell Road/All Saints Road, and Benhill Wood Road/Oakhill Road feel unsafe to cycle through.

56% of respondents strongly agree or agree that the mini roundabouts at the junctions of Grennell Road/All Saints Road, and Benhill Wood Road/Oakhill Road feel unsafe to cycle through.

Traffic around Greenshaw High School is heavy at drop off and pick up times.

78% of respondents strongly agree or agree that traffic around Greenshaw High School is heavy at drop off and pick up times.
5 Summary of Findings

Respondents were asked to provide solutions to the issues raised in the previous questions. The 248 responses elicited 380 individual free entry comments, or suggestions for improvements to be made. These individual comments were coded into common themes and quantified. The analysis of the free entry questions should be interpreted as percentages of total suggestions received, rather than a percentage of respondents.

19% of comments consisted of individual suggestions, each representing less than 2% of the total comments received. See Data Summary for full list.

15% of comments related to concerns over the volume of parking in the area. Residents asked us to extend parking restrictions or implement a CPZ in the area, to consider slalom parking, or to allow parking on one side of the road only.

14% of comments requested the area be included in a 20mph zone.

13% of comments related to making the area less attractive for through traffic, by increasing the number of speed humps and other traffic calming measures.

10% of comments related to a desire for increased policing, and enforcement of parking, speed and idling restrictions, and the issuing of fines.

9% of comments voiced support for investment in walking and cycling.

9% of comments asked us to restrict access to the area through point closures.

4% of comments suggested a segregated cycle lane.

4% of comments requested more pedestrian crossing points.

3% of comments suggested that mini roundabouts should be replaced with pedestrian crossing points.

3% of comments related to improving the condition of the pavements, which some residents feel are unsuitable for vulnerable road users and those with mobility issues, due to their uneven surfaces, poor kerb lines and narrow width.
6. Stakeholder responses
Sutton Living Streets

“We feel that it is good that engagement on the Healthy Streets approach is being taken forward, with the emphasis on people’s wellbeing. There is a great opportunity for improvements to transform how people see their streets and wider neighbourhood.

Hopefully residents, people who have business in the area including students and staff of Greenshaw High School, will engage with the process and make useful suggestions.

Anything that reduces the dominance of through motor traffic and makes walking and cycling a more enjoyable and attractive option, the better.

It is understood that funding for the Quietway from TfL will only be made available if certain criteria are met. This is welcome, as this should avoid proposals that are diluted.”

11 July 2017
Sutton Cyclists (LCC)

“We are excited about the prospect of the Quietway progressing, and are pleased that an engagement process with people residing in and around the neighbourhood of the proposed alignment has began prior to any formal consultation on specific plans. This approach essentially gives residents the opportunity, at the outset, to provide their views on their current travel choices, on road traffic and on the quality of their streets. Consequentially, this will help engender a feeling of involvement should plans to improve the area be subsequently developed as a result of the feedback received. It is also gratifying to note that the discussion is being set in the context of ‘Healthy Streets’, indicating that any improvements will potentially benefit everyone. With the prospect of funding from Transport for London, a unique opportunity is certainly being provided.

In July 2016, Get Sutton Cycling outlined some essential prerequisites for the successful delivery of the Quietway¹. These prerequisites, along with the associated recommendations that related to specific issues, form the basis of our response to the Quietways Highways Survey. One of the essential prerequisites detailed in that review was that it was imperative for there to be engagement with residents, schools and businesses over a wide neighbourhood area. This condition has clearly been met (at least, to our knowledge, with residents). That’s a great start, and we would like to thank everyone involved with the process.

Another condition was that residents’ support for traffic reduction measures would need to be realised prior to the project receiving any significant funding from Transport for London. None of the questions in the survey specifically mentioned traffic reduction (so people were not led on this). Consequentially, it will be interesting to see, once the survey results have been collated, whether respondents have requested traffic reduction measures. Nevertheless, we stand by the condition that a reduction in the volume of traffic on many of the roads along the proposed route is essential for the success of this Quietway. Furthermore, if this is not achieved, consideration given to funding other projects (possibly Liveable Neighbourhoods) instead. A watered-down Quietway is unlikely to deliver a wide range of benefits.

Given the publication, on 21 June 2017, of the Mayor of London’s Transport Strategy (draft for consultation), these essential conditions are arguably all the more important now than they were twelve months ago. The mayor’s ambitious strategy (with its twenty-five year timeline) puts people’s health and quality of life at the very heart of planning the city’s transport. The Healthy Streets Approach means that the transport strategy will create streets that will appeal to people because the streets will not be dominated by cars. An outer London vision is to reduce car dependency by improving walking and cycling environments and providing better bus and rail services. In essence, this is all about Healthy Streets and healthy people.

They may not know it, but the residents of Grennell Road, Elgin Road and Benhill Wood Road, could be the pioneers, in terms of this transport strategy. This project really could be the start of something big”.

¹ Sutton’s proposed first Quietway: what is required to make it a success?, Get Sutton Cycling, July 2016
https://getsuttoncycling.org.uk/2016/07/10/suttons-proposed-first-quietway-what-is-required-to-make-it-a-success
Sutton Cyclists (LCC)

Thinking about the stretch of road spanning Grennell Road, Elgin Road and Benhill Wood Road, to what extent do you agree with the following indicators of a “Healthy Street”?

Streets are easy to cross: Disagree

There is shade and shelter: Neither agree or disagree

There are places to stop and rest: Strongly disagree

The area is not too noisy: Strongly disagree (time of day dependent, but at the busiest times ‘quiet’ would not be the adjective to describe many parts of the area)

Walking and cycling are viable options: Strongly disagree (cycling, in particular, is not a viable option for most people aged 8 to 80)

I feel safe walking around the area: Neither agree or disagree (feels safe walking most of the time, but can feel stressful)

I feel safe cycling around the area: Strongly disagree (high volume, and speed, of motor traffic is not conducive to a feeling of safe and comfortable cycling, regardless of the riders ability. Making a right turn from Grennell Road (northbound) into Edinburgh Road can be unsettling even for experienced riders)

There are things to see and do: Disagree

I feel relaxed getting around the area: Strongly disagree (particularly during periods when traffic levels are high (disproportionally high, given the residential nature of the roads concerned), but also at other times too due to the occasional fast moving vehicles mean)

The air is clean: Disagree (almost accept the fact that the air quality is not as good as it could be, but frequently reminded that this is not the case by breathing the fumes generated by high volumes of traffic)

The area can be used by people of all walks of life (i.e. children, the elderly and those with disabilities): Strongly disagree (the layout, and design, of the streets focuses more on movement (and, as noted in the consultation letter sent to residents, 70% of the traffic movement comes from outside the area) rather than a place to dwell, or the extension to a home, or the gateway of a school. Although probably accepted by many people as simply being how things are, the urban realm does not have to be like this. When the streetscape is designed for the young, the elderly and for those with disabilities, everyone benefits)
Sutton Cyclists (LCC)

The council should do more to address air quality in the borough: Strongly agree

The council should do more to encourage walking and cycling to school: Strongly agree

All Saints Road is too busy to cross safely on foot: Agree

Oakhill Road is too busy to cross safely on foot: Agree

The width of the Benhill Wood Road and Elgin Road junction make it difficult to cross: Neither Agree or Disagree

The mini roundabouts at the junctions of Grennell Road/All Saints Road, and Benhill Wood Road/Oakhill Road feel unsafe to cycle through: Agree

Pinchpoints on Benhill Wood Road can make cycling feel unsafe: Agree

Traffic around Greenshaw High School is heavy at drop off and pick up times: Strongly agree

There is too much traffic using the area: Strongly agree (Idea for solution: use of modal filters to prevent through movement of motor traffic. Will require discussion with residents, schools and businesses over a wide area. Recognise the challenge imposed by many of the streets used by bus service (particularly Edinburgh Road. Technological solutions could be sought)

Traffic is too fast in the area: Strongly agree (Idea for solution: introduce a 20mph maximum speed limit throughout the area; redesign the streetscape to facilitate compliance)

The speed and volumes of traffic make it difficult to walk around the area comfortably: Strongly agree

The speed and volumes of traffic make it difficult to cycle around the area comfortably: Strongly agree

It is difficult for vulnerable road users, including children the elderly and mobility aid users, to move around the area comfortably: Strongly agree

Parked cars can make cycling feel unsafe: Strongly agree (consider limiting parking to one side of the road at any given location; exploreoptions for off-street parking; use the borough’s parking strategy)
Sutton Vision

Sustrans staff met with a representative from Sutton Vision, a local group representing the interests of those with visual impairment and reduced mobility. They recorded the following feedback on improvements and the general design specification the group would welcome in the area:

- The group favour 20mph zones and narrowing junctions, as the single biggest issue for them is large crossing distances.
- They favour the removal of mini roundabouts at junctions, as another major issue is differentiating where traffic is coming from by sound alone. Junctions can represent up to eight lanes of traffic which is hugely disorienting, so the group favours zebras crossings emoved from the junction, so that individual directions of traffic can be heard in isolation.

Segregated shared-use paths

Recommend the use of a rumble strip rather than, or as well as a white line

Benches

- Very welcome, but like them to be visually contrasting (ie. not green in a green space, as they will be very difficult to make out for a partially sighted to use, and could be an obstacle for a cane user.) Ideal material is timber, surrounded by an area of buff paving so that they stand out from the pavement or green space. Stainless steel or other metal surfaces are very disorienting, as they appear white on snowy days, grey in overcast weather and reflective on sunny days, which is disorienting. Partially sighted people need to be able to recognise markers in their environment to safely get around, so materials which change appearance are not helpful.
- Always prefer benches with backs and arm rests as these make a huge difference to people with mobility issues.

Cycle parking

- Easy to get cane caught in toast racks so prefer black, not stainless steel, for same reasons as above re. light reflection and better visibility.

Bollards

- Black, as above, ideally with white strip at top to aid partially sighted seeing them in dark. Prefer hexagonal or round shape, instead of square because if somebody does bump into them, it will hurt less.

Planting

- Metal mesh at base of trees that is designed for drainage is major trip obstacle as canes get caught in them. Prefer permeable surfaces that doesn't require use of metal mesh. Preference for dark colours where possible, as above – ie. dark timber planters with buff area around, to visually differentiate from pavement.
7. Conclusions
The engagement process captured the views of a wide section of the community through a survey, events at Greenshaw High School and All Saints Primary School, and three public exhibitions.

**65% of respondents think there is too much traffic in the area, and that traffic is too fast. Any proposals for the Quietway must address these views, ensuring that improvements help to create an environment in which traffic is both reduced and slowed, and in which air quality is improved.**

Survey responses indicate that there is a general appetite for reducing the amount of through traffic in the area. Many residents would welcome traffic calming measures, and would like to see measures to ensure that speed restrictions and parking restrictions are properly enforced.

There is a clear sense that the borough should be doing more to encourage walking and cycling to school, and that the borough should be doing more to address air quality in the area.

The community would like to see:

- parking addressed as a priority (the most commonly raised suggestion was that the borough should extend parking restrictions in the area or implement a CPZ).
- the area included in a 20mph zone.
- traffic calming increased in the area in order to make it less attractive as a through route.
- more done to enforce restrictions.

Many respondents expressed their support for measures to improve walking and cycling, and for the restriction of through traffic. A minority expressed concerns over the impact of the scheme on their routes or journey times.

Any proposals for the Quietway must make improvements to the mini roundabouts at All Saints Road and Oakhill Road, improve the junction of Benhill Wood Road and Elgin Road, and ensure that each of these junctions can be crossed comfortably by all vulnerable road users. The Quietway must also address traffic around Greenshaw High School.

With the support of ward Councillors, Cabinet Members, borough officers and Transport for London, Sustrans will develop proposals that address the issues raised through this process. These proposals will then be subject to a public consultation by London Borough of Sutton.
8. Appendix
The following pages show the distribution of responses received by postcode, and the letter sent to 4967 residents in the area of engagement area in June 2017.
Dear Residents,

I am writing to let you know about a unique opportunity for you and others in your area to benefit from Transport for London (TfL) funding to improve the Grennell Road, Elgin Road and Benhill Wood Road area. In partnership with TfL, we would like to invest in local improvements so that you can enjoy a cleaner and healthier environment.

Your views are essential to us so that we can develop proposals that represent local aspirations. We would like you to tell us how you feel about where you live, especially regarding your travel choices, road traffic and the quality of local streets. Details of how to provide feedback are given on the next page under ‘How to give us your views’.

We will contact you again to share the feedback we received from people in your area, and discuss the findings with the Local Committee members before agreeing the next steps. Once proposals have been developed, you will then be able to provide comments on the proposals as part of a public consultation.

TfL Healthy Streets funding

The Mayor and TfL are investing across London to create a healthier, cleaner and more inclusive city. The Healthy Streets approach prioritises people’s wellbeing, making streets more pleasant places to spend time and making it easier to walk and cycle safely. Many people are already benefitting from Healthy Streets across the capital.

As part of these Healthy Streets improvements, we will be proposing to connect residents to the London-wide cycle network of Quietways. These are quiet routes that follow back streets, parks and waterways that will safely connect you to shops, stations, workplaces and other destinations. They are different from Cycle Superhighways, being much more low-key in nature, and appeal to people of all ages and cycling experience.

The proposed route in this area would provide links towards Colliers Wood and Morden to the north, and Sutton town centre to the south. Any improvements that are made should also improve conditions for walking, and the views of all residents and street users will be taken into account as proposals are developed.

Grennell Road, Elgin Road and Benhill Wood Road

High levels of traffic can be a barrier to Healthy Streets. Pollution, noise and road safety risks can make them unpleasant places to live. We know that there is a lot of traffic using these streets - around two in three (70%) of the 5000 daily vehicles come from outside of the area because people use your streets to take short-cuts*. This has an impact on everyone, but particularly on children, those with impaired mobility and people walking and cycling.

How to give us your views

Please tell us how you feel about the local area by filling in the survey online at www.sutton.gov.uk/quietways. The online survey will be open for submissions until Friday 19th July, 2017.

We encourage individual submissions from all members of your household, including children.

Alternatively, you may attend any of the public drop in sessions listed below and fill in a survey in person with a member of staff. Please drop in at any time between 5pm and 8pm - refreshments will be provided.

Monday 19th June, 2017
Friday 23rd June, 2017
Monday 26th June, 2017

All drop in sessions will take place at the Salvation Army, 45 Benhill Avenue, Sutton SM1 4DD.

Yours sincerely,

Lynn Robinson
Highways and Transport
Kingston & Sutton Shared Environment Service

*Traffic surveys carried out by Traffic Survey Partners between 21st June and 27th June 2016 and on 14th July 2016.